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matadinrohid00@gmail.com +597 887-9471 Paramaribo, Suriname 29/01/1997

Surinamese FP023405 Unwed No Male rohid matadin Rohid Matadin

EDUCATION

03/2023
Paramaribo, Suriname

Senior general secondary education (HAVO)
The Ministry of Education, Science and Culture Examination Office
pre-education for HBO level

10/2010 – 07/2015
Coronie, Suriname

vmbo-t diploma (NLQF 2/EQF 2)
MULO Tata Colin
admission to upper general secondary education or senior secondary vocational 
education.

Ireland Diploma in Human Resources (HR)
Alison
Rapidly move talent from early leadership to senior leadership
Retain and engage your top talent
Create more collaboration and knowledge sharing across your company
Increase women and diversity in leadership roles
Globalize your company's HR program
Attract, engage, and retain Millenials

Ireland Diploma in Customer Service
Alison

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

2023 – present Remotasks
Remo reviewer
Remotasks is an online tasking platform focusing on building technologies related 
to AI (artificial intelligence), neural networks, and machine learning. I work with 
different companies to help them form tomorrow's smarter gadgets - from self-
driving cars to more intelligent AI systems. I help deliver various output to clients 
that can help them develop their AI projects - this time with our invaluable human 
input.

10/2020 – present
Paramaribo, Suriname

Freelance translator

A multi-skilled, reliable & talented translator with a proven ability to translate 
written documents from a Dutch and English and vice versa. A quick learner who 
can absorb new ideas & can communicate clearly & effectively with people from all 
social & professional backgrounds. Well mannered, articulate & fully aware of 
diversity & multicultural issues. Flexible in the ability to adapt to challenges when 
they arise & at the same time remaining aware of professional roles & boundaries.
Would like to work as a translator for a successful and ambitious company that 
offers great opportunities for career development and progression.

04/2018 – 10/2020
Paramaribo, Suriname

Greendot Suriname
Sales representative
- Making cold calls and sending emails to contact prospective customers.
-Understanding and educating consumers on product features.
-Negotiating and closing sales contracts.
-Handling payments and closing transactions.
-Meeting and exceeding sales quotas.
-Completing daily, weekly and monthly sales reports

mailto:matadinrohid00@gmail.com
tel:+597 887-9471
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rohid-matadin-801945267
https://join.skype.com/invite/zUsiVs19wt8Z


-Planning and forecasting sales goals.
-Performing inventory and stocking tasks.

SKILLS

Able to prioritize work

Research

Project management 
knowledge

Cultural knowledge

Typing skills

Language knowledge

Information processing skills

LANGUAGES

Dutch English

INTERESTS

Reading Travelling


